
Art 

 To select and record from first-hand observation and 
explore ideas for different purposes – use of sketch 
books, including self-portraits 

 Investigate and combine visual and tactile qualities 
of materials and processes – batik, layering of  

    materials, collage, use of tones of colour 

 The roles of artists working in a different time –  
    William Morris 
 

Music 

 Sing songs both in unison and two parts with clear 
diction, control of pitch, a sense of phrase and  

    musical expression 

   Learn basic drumming techniques 

 Play tunes on the recorder with control and rhythmic 
accuracy and present performances with an  

    awareness of the audience 

 Listen to a wide range of music from various times 
and cultures relating to pitch, duration, dynamics, 
tempo and silence, and develop an awareness of  

    different moods and effects 
 

Computing 

 Develop understanding of computer algorithms and 
the process of debugging 

 Understand how real world systems work. Program 
clocks and traffic lights 

 Explore how computer games are programmed. De-
sign and program own computer games using 
‘Scratch’ 

 
PSHE & Citizenship 
Focussing on ‘New Beginnings’ & ‘Getting On and  
Falling Out’  and developing skills over four key social 
and emotional aspects of learning:  

 empathy       

 self-awareness 

 social skills 

 motivation  

 community awareness 
 
French 
Conversational French will be taught through songs and 
games 
 
Friday Clubs 
 
Children experience a wide range of activities and build 
on a range of skills in small groups. Activities include: 

 Computing 

 Basic cookery 

 Craft activities/ Art 

 Sport 

 Drama 

 Photography 



Literacy 

 Read a range of non-fiction texts as a basis for  
    comprehension and research skills leading to the  
    compilation of factsheets based on aspects of  
    Victorian life. Excerpts from the School Log Book  
    are shared 

 Shared reading of ‘Street Child’ by Berlie Doherty 
and writing around the topic of child poverty in 
Victorian times and life in the workhouse 

 Comparison of play scripts and prose. Drama is used 
to enhance creativity and confidence   

    This will be witnessed in the Christmas production 

 Report writing to record major events in the term for 
the School Magazine which is published at the end of 
the school year 

 Read and write different styles of poetry in response 
to events such as the Firework Fair 

 Persuasive writing linked to our Computing topic of 
computer games. Children write text for front and 
back covers of boxes for computer games that they 
program, persuading people to buy their game 

 Differentiated spellings are taught weekly 

 Use of paragraphs to organise texts and use of  
    conjunctions to establish cohesion within paragraphs 

 Children are expected to read at home every day We 
aim to hear children read individually at least once a 
week 

Mathematics 

 Compare five digit numbers using understanding of 
place value and correct mathematical signs. (e.g. 
13545 > 11997) 

 Use place value to perform mental additions and 
subtractions of three digit numbers 

 Use column addition to add four digit numbers 

 Subtract numbers using both number lines and 
decomposition.  Equate subtraction with ‘finding the 
difference’ 

 Use formal and grid methods to multiply two and 
three digit numbers by a single digit (e.g. 13 x 5, 135 
x 5) 

 Divide two and three digit numbers by single digit 
numbers by working our how many times a number 
‘goes into’ another number 

 Children to be tested weekly on times tables up to 12 
x 12 and corresponding division facts 

 Interpret data on tables, as well as bar graphs and line 
graphs. Children plot their own line graphs to record 
change in heartbeat before and after exercise 

 Develop understanding of fractions, including 
equivalent fractions and ‘top heavy’ or ‘improper’ 
fractions 

Science 
‘Electricity’ 

 Construct and investigate circuits 

 Investigate conductors and insulators 

 Make predictions and discuss fair testing 

 Construct ‘fruit batteries’ from lemons and apples 

 Investigate the differences between series and      
parallel circuits 

 Develop awareness of electrical safety 
‘Animals Including Humans’ 

 Think about the process of digestion and construct a 
model of the human digestive system 

 Think about different types of animal diets 

 Explore the interdependency of all living things  
   within a habitat. Investigate feeding relationships  
   and create food webs to show the transfer of energy   
   From producers to consumers           

Humanities 

‘What was it like for children living in Victorian  
 Britain?’ 

 Children research a variety of features of children’s 
lives and use drama to empathise with them 

 Use chronology to relate events during the Victorian 
period 

 Find out about Queen Victoria and the people and 
places that were important to her 

 Use visual sources and artefacts as evidence,  
    including a trip to The Priest’s House Museum 

Games and PE 

 Develop children’s knowledge of fitness and health 

 To improve swimming technique and stamina. Some 
children learn to swim during the year 

 Play a variety of invasion games using the key skills 
of sending, receiving, travelling, handling and  

    footwork, developing appropriate skills and tactics   

 Develop a range of actions, body shapes and  
    balances to include in a gymnastic performance 

 Compose gymnastic sequences to include changes in 
speed, level and direction  

Religious Education 
 

 To explore the idea of prayer as a form of 
communicating. Understand that there are different 
types of prayer 

 Explore the Lord’s Prayer, discussing the meaning 
and significance of the words in the prayer 

 Discuss which places are special to us. Visit the local 
church and look at some of the features of the church 
that make it special.  

 Learn about Advent and the Christmas Story 

 Discuss how we prepare ourselves for Jesus at 
Christmas time 


